Reach for the star for freedom of mobility.
Driving aids and seat adjustments – now ex-factory.

Mercedes-Benz

My life. My mobility. My Mercedes.
Discover mobile versatility and enjoy that unique Mercedes-Benz experience.
Mercedes-Benz driving aids. Now ex-factory.
Getting to your destinations on your own with ease is not an imagination,
even if you have a disability. The drive to the office, a quick shopping,
or visit to a friend is now accessible – completely independent.
Mercedes-Benz offers driving aids for many physical disabilities.
Whether you need a spinner knob for your steering wheel, pedal
extensions, or customised seats, we have the right solution for you
in our portfolio. All our driving aids and seat customisations are
available directly from the factory. This means we will tailor your new
Mercedes-Benz to your needs. Without any retrofit conversion you
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will get two things from a single source: your vehicle and your desired
modifications – all under a full warranty.
On the following pages we present our latest portfolio of driving aids
with standard Mercedes-Benz comfort, unmistakable design and
refined elegance.
More information is available at your local dealer. Specially trained
sales associates will be happy to accompany you on your road to
automotive independence.

Nina Wortmann is an extraordinarily positive
person in the way she both thinks and
acts. As patron of the registered charity
“Außergewöhnlich! e.V.” (Extra-ordinary!),
she encourages people with a physical
disability to take control of their own lifes.
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Experience playful mobility.
Discover a new kind of interaction with your car. The Mercedes-Benz ex factory
driving aids in your new A-Class make it possible for you to sportily reach your
destinations even with a disability and to enjoy mobile independence.

As a wheelchair basketball player,
Sebastian Magenheim trains and plays
with great dedication and success in
the German Wheelchair Basketball
“Bundesliga”. Furthermore, as a two-time
Paralympian he represents a healthy
lifestyle and demonstrates how you can
develop mentally and physically if you
work hard on yourself. Mobility is the most
important thing for him as an athlete.
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Mercedes-Benz Driving Aids | STEERING, HAND CONTROL UNITS

Hand Control Unit “Easy Speed” and Steering wheel knob
With “Easy Speed” you have one of the most slender hand controls available at your
disposal. You accelerate by means of a gentle downward movement of the control
lever, whereby only the upper part moves. You brake by pushing the whole control
arm forward.
The “Easy Speed” can be ideally combined with the steering wheel knob for safe and
comfortable steering with one hand. The knob is installed below the airbag at the
factory to ensure that the airbag remains functional. When the steering wheel knob
is not needed it can be removed from its mounting bracket by simply pressing a
button (press stud).
Mercedes-Benz User Experience (MBUX)
Everything is fully intuitive here: the completely new MBUX Infotainment system can
be customised and can be precisely adjusted to your wishes and needs. What’s unique
about this system is its learning ability thanks to artificial intelligence.
Alongside a high-resolution widescreen cockpit and the navigation display with
augmented reality technology, the intelligent voice control with natural speech
comprehension is a real highlight. It makes it particularly easy to use your voice to
operate comfort functions such as heating, lights and climate control whilst driving
when both hands are already busy with controlling the vehicle via the steering wheel
knob and hand control unit. Furthermore, your new vehicle can, for the first time,
drive semi-autonomously in certain driving conditions – discover the new possibilities.
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Off to new shores.
In virtually all Mercedes-Benz vehicles with an automatic transmission it is possible to
install a second accelerator pedal on the left side in the footwell. Depending on who
wants to sit at the steering wheel, the vehicle operation can be controlled with either
the right or the left foot. The switchover is electric.

Since suffering from a tumour as a child,
Diana Schütz has worn a prosthesis.
With her motto “Kick-off into life” she
motivates other people to try out new
things with the prosthesis after an amputation. Her maxim is “There’s no such
thing as impossible”.
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Mercedes-Benz Driving Aids | PEDAL ADJUSTMENTS

Accelerator pedal repositioning
Free of choice: Accelerate with the right or the left foot. The electrical
repositioning of the accelerator pedal in your Mercedes features an
additional accelerator pedal on the left side of the footwell. A button
on the center console in the cockpit allows you to choose conveniently
between left-footed and right-footed accelerator pedal.

Button for accelerator pedal switchover
In conjunction with the accelerator pedal repositioning, we have
equipped your Mercedes with an additional button in the centre
console. This allows you to switch comfortably between the rightfooted and left-footed acceleration pedal. Accidental switching
whilst driving is prevented by safety electronics.
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Refined elegance – strong character.
Enjoy mobility at its most elegant with one of our versatile hand control units for
accelerating and braking. All our systems have one thing in common: they convince
with their ergonomic design and are a great addition to your Mercedes.

Dieter Laven is a cheerful and upbeat
person who enjoys the good things
in life. He designs rooms and gardens,
is a successful painter and consults
various design companies.
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Mercedes-Benz Driving Aids | HAND CONTROL UNIT, PEDAL ADJUSTMENTS

Pedal extensions
Comfort and safety are also the hallmarks of our pedal extensions. They let you
shorten the distance to the pedals by 5 to 10 cm. The extensions are mounted
to the standard vehicle pedals and can be quickly removed by pulling them out of
their snap-in mounts.

Hand Control Unit “Classic”
A classic. To open the throttle you simply twist the handle clockwise.
To apply the brakes you push the handle forward. The ergonomics
of the “Classic” control unit ensure that you can drive even longer
distances free of fatigue. As with our control units, the original
accelerator and brake pedal remains fully functional.
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Mobile and agile.
The pedal cover, which prevents the pedals from being operated unintentionally, is a
safe supplement to the hand control unit. Clever: the dual-function entrance guard
protects your clothing against soiling and the paint of your Mercedes against scratches.
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Mercedes-Benz Driving Aids | ENTRANCE GUARD, PEDAL COVER, HAND CONTROL UNIT

Hand Control Unit “Easy Speed”
Optimum leverage, easy operation! You accelerate by means of a
gentle downward movement of the control lever, whereby only the
upper part moves. You brake by pushing the whole control arm forward. In this way the leverage force can be used to full effect. With
“Easy Speed” you have one of the most slender hand controls available
at your disposal. This means more legroom in the entire footwell and
greater fore-and-aft adjustment of the driver’s seat.

Entrance guard
The entrance guard fulfills a dual function as it protects the door sill
panel against damages and scratches and keeps your clothes from
getting dirty when you get in or out of the vehicle. Thanks to a clever
folding concept the entrance guard can be perfectly stowed away
between the driver’s seat and the door sill. The entrance guard is
only available in black with white stitching.

Pedal cover
If you have decided on one of our
convenient hand control units for
accelerating and braking, you can now
take another step to make it even safer.
The pedal cover prevents unintended
pedal application, unfailingly and in any
situation.
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Mercedes-Benz Driving Aids | ENTRY AND EXIT AIDS

Mercedes-Benz Driving Aids | SEAT ADJUSTMENTS

Tailor-made seating.

Getting in? Getting out? No Problem!
“Turny-Evo” lift seat
The swinging, lowering and lifting movements of
the “Turny-Evo” are electrically operated and can be
intuitively controlled via a remote control or a smartphone app. The end position for lowering the seat is
programmable and provides a comfortable way of getting
in and out on the passenger side. The “Turny-Evo” bears
the CE and E safety labels, is crash-tested and approved
for a lifting capacity of up to 331 lbs/150 kg.

Since the standard body only exists in theory, our seats can be adjusted individually ex-factory.
Special adjustments result in effective changes that lead to a relaxed seating position. The
accompanying overview shows the various seat alignment and seat heightening options. Ask
your authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer about the solution for your custom-tailored Mercedes.

Seat alignment.
The seat alignment involves moving back
the driver’s or passenger’s seat by about
50 mm. This creates more space and thus
makes getting in and out of your vehicle
easier for you.

Seat heightening.
The seat heightening increases the height
of the driver’s or passenger’s seat by about
25 mm, which improves the field of vision
and awareness of the surroundings.

Always a perfect fit for your Mercedes-Benz: The “Turny-Evo” lift
seat is delivered with your choice of upholstery – at no extra charge.
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Handing over the reins to you.
Our steering wheel knob enables you to steer easily and safely with one hand. You also
have the possibility of equipping your Mercedes with an electronic radio remote control
so that the indicators, horn, lights and other functions can likewise be operated easily
with a single hand.

Not only is Steffen Zeibig himself a
first-class rider, with his mobile riding
instruction service he visits anyone
who books lessons with him and wants
to develop their skills.
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Mercedes-Benz Driving Aids | STEERING, HAND CONTROL UNITS

Steering wheel knob
For safe and comfortable steering with one hand. The knob is
installed below the airbag at the factory to ensure that the airbag
remains functional. When the steering wheel knob is not needed
it can be removed from its mounting bracket by simply pressing
a button (press stud).

Hand Control Unit “Easy Speed”
Optimum leverage, easy operation! If you are not able to operate your Mercedes
using the original pedals, the slim “Easy Speed” hand control unit could be the right
solution for you. Pulling the unit’s upper part gently towards you accelerates the
vehicle. Pressing the full lever arm towards the front causes the vehicle to brake.
All hand control units are available with leather trim option.
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Changing perspectives – broadening horizons.
True independence means being able to choose spontaneously where you want to go and
how long you want to stay. No matter whether you’re embarking on a short break or going on
holiday: the Marco Polo has everything on board for you. Equipped with the Mercedes-Benz
driving aids, the route becomes the destination on every excursion and there are no limits to
motoring pleasure. Have a good journey!

A former member of the national ski
team, Matthias Uhlig is out and about
on his mountain bike today – without
any competitive ambitions, but still very
sporty. The prosthesis wearer is also
a rehabilitation adviser for all those
who are having to adapt to changed life
circumstances following an amputation.
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Mercedes-Benz Driving Aids | SAFETY

Mercedes-Benz Driving Aids | OVERVIEW

Overview.

Safety first.
The Mercedes-Benz driving aids and seat customisations are available directly from the factory. All products
have been thoroughly examined, tested and finally approved by our development & engineering department.
Safety and quality are top priority for our engineers and fully comply with the high Mercedes-Benz standards.
At Mercedes-Benz you get driving aids and seat customisations from a single source –
without the need for complicated retrofit conversions, and of course with a full warranty.
This means you can simply order the ex-factory Mercedes-Benz driving aids together
with your new vehicle at any branch and at any authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer.

Mercedes-Benz places particular importance on fully retaining the vehicle’s operability
by non-disabled drivers and the full effect of the standard-specification safety equipment
such as the steering wheel airbag or the kneebag in combination with the disability
components.

Which Mercedes-Benz driving aids are available for which model? This overview shows you:
A-Class/
B-Class
C-Class
GLA		
Saloon/
			 Estate

E-Class
Saloon/
Estate

E-Class
Coupé/
Cabriolet

GLC/
CLS
S-Class
GLC Coupé			

V-Class/Vito/
Marco Polo

Steering wheel knob
Hand Control Unit “Classic”

		

Hand Control Unit “Easy Speed”
Pedal cover

Know-how included. After its assembly your dream Mercedes arrives at the car modification centre in Sindelfingen. This is where a specially trained workforce equips your vehicle
with the selected driving aids by hand. After the installation of the driving aids all vehicles
are subject to a safety inspection by an independent automotive experts association.

As a result of the customised installation of our driving aids, your new Mercedes-Benz
can still be used by your spouse or your entire family – and that means: driving pleasure
for everyone!

Electronic pedal repositioning

		

Pedal extension
“Turny Evo” lift seat 		
Entrance guard
Seat alignment backwards ~ 50 mm
Seat heightening ~ 25 mm		

				

*			
		
		

		 			

* “Turny Evo” is not available for the GLC Coupé.
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About this brochure: changes may have been made to this product after the publication went to press on May 1, 2019. The manufacturer
reserves the right to effect design or styling modifications, colour changes and changes to the scope of delivery during the delivery
period, insofar as such changes or modifications are reasonable for the buyer in due consideration of the seller s interests. Should the
seller or the manufacturer employ codes or numbers to describe the order or the object ordered, this alone shall not constitute a valid
basis for the derivation of any rights. The illustrations may also show accessories and optional equipment items that are not part of
standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure due to the limitations of the printing process. This
publication may also contain models and customer-care services not available in individual countries. However, any statements regarding
statutory, legal and tax regulations and effects only apply to the Federal Republic of Germany at the press deadline of this publication.
Please ask your Mercedes-Benz sales associate about the definitive latest version.

Daimler AG, Mercedesstraße 137, 70327 Stuttgart

